
Ga� Memorie�
Being boy-crazy is sexy and flirty and fun! Listen and loop this file to create all of the delicious,
kinky, and erotic memories that you will need in order to live out your perfect gay life, and be
exactly who you have always desired to be.

In this fun and exciting file, you’ll remember always being the sexy, flirty, slut that you have
craved to be in your life. Think about how you shared a kiss with the cute boy from your class by
the drinking fountains. Remember fantasizing about cute hunks as you played with yourself
throughout your teenage years. Feel yourself get hornier and hornier as you think about how
you have always ogled the cute, hunky men around you. Forget ever looking at or being
interested in boring and unattractive and uninteresting women as any memories you might have
will quickly find themselves being replaced with their hunkier, more masculine alternatives.

Life is too short to not live like you have always desired. Listen today to replace the past with
your perfect, kinky, gay memories.

✧ Remembering how much I have always loved being the center of attention around other
men.

✧ Remembering how my friends have always told me that I am the gayest, most flirty
person that they have ever known.

✧ Remembering how I have always been attracted to sexy and masculine and hunky guys.
✧ Thinking about how I have always loved to play with myself while fantasizing about cute,

hunky men.
✧ Remembering how I have always been the slutty gay boy that other men have desired to

fuck.
✧ Knowing that I am still attracted to the same sexy and masculine and hunky guys that I

have always desired and been attracted to in my past.
✧ Knowing that I have always been the same slutty gay boy that I have always desired to

be.
✧ Knowing that I have always been attracted to and interested in men.
✧ Masturbating to images of hot, sexy, masculine, hunks.
✧ Forgetting ever not being interested in boys and men and cocks.
✧ Remembering how I have sucked my fair share of delicious cocks and made plenty of

hunky strangers come in my horny and willing mouth.
✧ Being boy-crazy and horny and flirty in my past.
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✧ Remembering how much I have always enjoyed being surrounded by hunky guys.
✧ Thinking about how there are plenty of hunky men in the world who would love to fuck

me.
✧ Become submissive and receptive and horny to any hunky man that shows an interest in

fucking me.
✧ Thinking about how I have never felt any sexual attraction to boring and uninteresting

women.
✧ Thinking about how horny I have always been whenever I have been around a sexy man

in my past.
✧ Knowing that I am happiest whenever I am flirting with the cutest boys that I see.
✧ Remembering how much I love to shop for cute and sexy outfits to entice my hunky

lovers into fucking me with their delicious masculine, cocks..
✧ Thinking about how much I have always loved to be touched by the attractive men that I

meet.
✧ Remembering that I have always been attracted to hunky and erotic men and that I have

never desired to be with a boring and uninteresting woman.
✧ Remembering that I have always loved to dance and flirt with all of the attractive men

around me.
✧ Thinking about how much I have always loved to wear tight clothing in order to show off

my sexy body.
✧ Remembering how much I have always enjoyed getting fucked in the ass by a hunky

man.
✧ Remembering that I have always been a boy-crazy slut.
✧ Feeling turned on and aroused and horny whenever I think about being fucked by

another hot masculine hunk.
✧ Remembering that I have always been boy-crazy and have had an insatiable appetite for

dominant, masculine hunks.
✧ Feeling happiness and love and passion whenever I am around masculine men.
✧ Forgetting ever not being completely obsessed with gay porn and hunky men.
✧ Fantasizing about sucking on a hard cock whenever I get turned on.
✧ Thiunking about how I have always been gay in my dreams and fantasies.
✧ Remembering how I have always been aroused whenever I have seen a sexy hunk in a

tight, revealing outfit.
✧ Remembering how I have always been a kinky, gay boy who loves to have sex with

other sexy men.
✧ Remembering that I have always been the most happy and content whenever I am

around other gay men.
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✧ Remembering how much I have always loved to please the hunky men that I have been
attracted to.

✧ Remembering that I have always been a slutty, gay boy who loves to fuck.
✧ Feeling horny and turned on and aroused whenever I am around a cute, masculine

hunk.
✧ Remembering the shapes of all of the muscles on my hunky crush’s body.
✧ Kissing the cute boy from my class by the water fountain.
✧ Remembering how I had always talked with my friends about the cute guys that I wanted

to fuck before I even knew what being gay was.
✧ Making sure that I am always perfectly groomed and shaved and smooth in order to

show off how sexy I am to all of the men that I desire to fuck.
✧ Flirting with my cute, hunky teammate during sports practice.
✧ Masturbating to gay pornography whenever I become aroused.
✧ Touching myself to pictures of hot and masculine men throughout my teenage years.
✧ Wondering what the cock tastes like of every man that I see.
✧ Wrapping my lips around my cute teachers delicious cock so that I could receive a better

grade in school.
✧ Knowing that I have always loved to flaunt my sexuality in order to get the attention of

the hunky men around me.
✧ Loving the attention that I receive from the sexy, hunky men that I crave and desire to flirt

with.
✧ Loving myself whenever I act like the gay man that I know I am and have always been.
✧ Fantasizing about being surrounded by hot, masculine hunks as I lie naked in bed with

my mouth open.
✧ Turned on whenever I watch gay porn.
✧ Forgetting ever watching boring straight porn and becoming completely turned off if a

woman is included in porn at all.
✧ Remembering how I have always desired to be the cutest and most flamboyant person

at any gay club that I have gone to in my past.
✧ Knowing that I have always loved to dance with the sexiest, most masculine people at

the gay clubs that I have visited in my past.
✧ Fantasizing about being fucked by the cock of the sexy hunk that I most admire.
✧ Remembering that I have always loved to play with myself to the thought of the sexy and

hunky boys that I have seen.
✧ Feeling happy and excited and aroused whenever I have flirted with a sexy man in my

past.
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✧ Remembering how I have always been the slutty, flirty, gay man and that I have always
desired to be this way.

✧ Remembering that I have always been a slutty gay man who loves to fuck and be fucked
by hunky men.

✧ Remembering how I have always masturbated to the thought of sucking on a hunky
man’s hard, delicious cock.
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